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Squids 3155 Elastic Hard Hat Lanyard

PART NO. DESCRIPTION

19155 Ergodyne - Squids 3155 Elastic Hard Hat Lanyard (Each)

SCAN TO 
ORDER

 » EASILY TETHER ANY HARD HAT - Connects to hard hat 
accessory slot or suspension to prevent drops

 » QUICK-RELEASE CLAMP - Securely clips to shirts or collars
 » HIGH-STRETCH ELASTIC LANYARD - Reduces jarring on 

worker in event of a drop
 » VERSATILE - Can also be used to tether hand tools or other 

gear weighing 0.9kg or less

The Ergodyne Squids 3155 Elastic Hard Hat Lanyard securely 
tethers hard hats to prevent them from becoming dangerous 
dropped objects when working at heights. A durable quick-
connect clamp makes for easy anchoring to shirts or collars, while 
high-stretch elastic reduces jarring in the event of a drop.

Compatible with all hard hats, this safety lanyard can be easily 
connected via the accessory slot or suspension. It can also 
be used for tethering hand tools or other small gear. Ideal for 
construction, telecom, oil and gas, power generation, utilities, wind, 
manufacturing, municipalities and scaffolding.

Thread the open end of the lanyard through the hard hat 
accessory slot or suspension and back through the clamp, closing 
tightly for a secure connection. To anchor, attach the clamp end 
to the worker’s shirt or collar.

Tool Lanyards
FALL PROTECTION & HAZARDS

WEIGHT RATING
0.9kg

Hard Hat not included

WORKING LENGTHS
46cm - 122cm

Can also be used for tethering hand tools 
or other small gear

VERSATILE

Reduces force on wearer in event of drop

HIGH STRETCH ELASTIC

Secures to accessory slot of suspension

ATTACHES TO ANY HARD HAT

0.9 kg

Securely clips to shirts or collars for 
convenient access and loss prevention

QUICK-RELEASE CLAMP
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